AMPLIFY YOUR EVENT WITH A COMMUNICATION VIP
VINCENT IVAN PHIPPS

Vincent is featured in Top 1% of the world’s best motivational speakers.
Vincent Ivan Phipps, M.A., CSP (Certified Speaking Professional)
Communications Expert, Amplifying Keynote Speaker and Author.

Why do companies and conferences book Vincent?

EXPERTISE • ENERGY • ENGAGEMENT • ENJOYMENT

As owner and founder of Communication VIP Training and Coaching, Vincent serves as a
corporate trainer and communication consultant. Vincent’s passion is to bring measurable
value for personal and professional development. Vincent has facilitated presentations
in 87 American cities and five foreign countries. Vincent’s corporate partners and client
industries include: Human Resources, Hospitality, Information Technology, Education,
Healthcare, Management and Fortune 500 Corporations.

Leadership and Emotional Intelligence

Ready to laugh and learn! Influence and lead by recognizing the four types of personality
styles: Laid Back, Energetic, Analytical, and Direct styles. Understand your personal
communication strengths and areas of improvement to increase self -awareness.
Respect the communication diversities of others. Attendees will gain a customized set of
communication tools to apply immediately. Instead of dealing with the tragedy of treating
others the way you want to be treated, experience the triumph of treating others they way
they WANT to be treated.

Communication and Conflict Resolution

Being corrected was never this much fun!
Reduce miscommunications by separating feeling vs factual statements. Build rapport
by finding alternatives to defensive wording. Prevent mistakes that result in mistrust.
Attendees with learn five ways to control conversational flow to keep the discussion cool
when emotions get heated. Resolve issues and fix problems by speaking with fewer
opinions and more validity. Correct others with clarity and accountability.
The average person thinks they listen at an efficiency of 75%, but when tested, the
average person only listens at an efficiency of 25%. Attendees
will learn how to improve their listening by at least 30%!

Public Speaking and Presentation Skills

Kick the spit out of your next speech! Seven out of ten professionals still rank
public speaking as a top fear. Presentations are no longer only on big stages. Today’s
speeches are sales pitches, interviews, negotiations, voice mails, and video conferences. Learn
the seven aspects that impact your speeches (Confidence, Preparation, Structure, Purpose,
Engagement, Content, and Delivery). Receive an immediate, no holds barred video
presentation critique! Leave knowing exactly how to gain presentation improvement.

WHAT DO AMPLIFIED MINDS SAY?

“It’s amazing how much we still use Vincent’s communication strategies from his presentation training!
The positive energy and experience of being in his sessions stays with you. Our executive team uses his content
daily!” – Valoria Armstrong VP, National Government and Regulatory Affairs, Inclusion & Diversity at American Water
“After Vincent’s presentation on customer engagement, our sales teams and productivity scores were the
highest we’ve recorded. The reason why we keep Vincent coming back is because, his strategies work.
Our clients love us more!” – Jonathan Bullard, President of Vincit Group
“Our staff has had Vincent speak four times and even repeat attendees say there is always a new approach he
facilitates for continual improvement. Our team also loves how takes the time to listen to us so he can
customize the content to our industry.” – Brent Taylor, VP of Resource and Development, United Way

BOOK VINCENT NOW!

COMMUNICATION · MOTIVATION · LEADERSHIP · CONFLICT RESOLUTION · SPEECH COACHING
Communication VIP Training and Coaching
Attention: Vincent Ivan Phipps
1400 McCallie Avenue, Suite 250
Chattanooga, TN 37404

“If I can get you laugh, I can get you to listen.
If I can get you to listen, I can help you amplify!”

423-400-1040 VincentPhipps.com

